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Abstract. Mass customization is one of the most promising computational
developments in the AEC industry. Despite recent advances in the production of
research-based knowledge, the professional practices lack of a consistent and
permanent technology adoption scheme and remain as a very resilient and
fragmented industry. This work is a part of an ongoing research project
developing guidelines for improving both physical and virtual modeling processes
within an architectural design context. Here, we present a customizable model of
a space layout explorer. The implementation of the user-driven solution-finding
process is based on constraint technology embedded in Autodesk’s Revit® 2011
macros tools, commonly used in the professional practice. The aim of this work is
to demonstrate a practical use of a small constraint-based system on software of
widespread use. Even though there is still a lack of building information, the
model has already several applications in the definition a floor plan layout and in
the comparison of several instances of the design solution in the 3D user view.
User-driven modifications are not made directly through the 3D model, but
through different explicit text tags that describe each parameter on 2D views although a real time 3D visualization of the model is also available-. The main
findings are discussed as guidelines for further research on the end-user
involvement on a "creative mass customization" scheme. Also, the
implementation of visual aids such as text tags during the customization process
can bridge some technical obstacles for the development of interfaces for
constraint-based mass customization systems. Before the final discussion, some
limitations on the use of this model are described.
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1.

Introduction

Despite the massiveness of some digital tools and methods during the
architectural design process such as computer-aided drawing, 3d modelling and
simulation analysis, it is also necessary to explore how to bridge the gap between
a trend of emerging research-based knowledge and a very resilient industry : in
1956 Gropius estimated a technology adoption span of 25 years [1], and more
recently Larson [2] has quantified in 17 years the time that innovations take to
find their way into the housing industry. The cause for the reality gap in CAAD
[3, 4] has been described among other reasons, as a lack of collaboration between
researchers and practitioners, and the failure of CAAD softwares in providing a
full view of the design phenomenology. This gap has caused a non-standardized
and low-innovative market [2], and a fragmented construction industry with
difficulties to share and reuse knowledge [5].
Duarte [6] affirms that the quality of a house is directly related with the
satisfaction of the end-user needs. So far, most of the times end-user needs have
been translated into design information by using heterogeneous methods such as
small scale models, color diagrams, mapping, polls, and the final solution is
finally a designer’s interpretation on a try to accomplish as most requirements, as
close as possible. In contrast with this, the ‘creative mass customization’ scheme
[7] entails the user participation not just in the final stages of the productive
chain, but also on the design, fabrication and assembly processes; end-user needs
cause changes on the very early stage of the design process itself. As a response
to this theoretical foundation, the concept of "One Size fits None" was arosed in
[8] as a possible graphic-user interface that allows the implementation of mass
customization tools in architectural design.
When it comes to constraint-based design, a wide set of approaches have arisen
from research, from constraint-based modeling and solution-finding engines, i.e.
[9-12] to constraint-based checking of existing models in compliance to design
regulations [13]. According to the roles for explicit knowledge described in [14],
the use of research-based knowledge in organizations entails solving different
types of problems, or connecting people with valuable or reusable knowledge. In
this work, we introduce a first prototype of an ongoing research that will develop
guidelines for improving both physical and virtual modeling processes within an
architectural design context. There is evidence that a constraint-based method is
not only linked with automated solution-finding design tools, but also allows
human-computer interactions by involving end-users on the quest for solutions of
specific design problems [11]. We review and describe used tools in
constraint-based architectural design engines in Section 2. Implementation of a
floor plan layout model made in Autodesk’s Revit 2011 is presented in Section 3.
Before the discussion, the exploratory model is presented and its limitations are
described in Section 4.
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2.

Bridging the gap

Constraint-based design engines have been developed in several different
softwares. Whilst some authors program their own engines, others take advantage
of existing softwares’ embedded tools. Table 1 describes some tools and
constraint-based systems previously used in architectural design-related research.
Table 1. Tools and constraint-based systems created to assist different
architectural design tasks and processes.
REF.

LANGUAGE / IMPLEMENTATION

APPLICATION

[9]

Jsolver - ECLiPSe / Microstation 3D

Floorplan layout design problem

[10]

Jsolver - ECLiPSe / Microstation 3D

Plant room design problem

[11]

OPL / OPL Studio

Bulk design problem

[11]

Xpresso / Cinema4D

Bulk Design Problem

[12]

Xpresso / Cinema4D

Sanitary core design problem

[13]

EXPRESS

IFC Checking

[15]

C++

Knowledge-based design method

[16]

EXPRESS

Definition / verification system

[17]

PROLOG

Virtual environment prototype

[18]

PROLOG

Space layout planning

[19]

VRML-Java-HTML

3D design environment

[20]

Linear Programming

Design support system

[21]

Autodesk Revit

Bulk design problem

[22]

Cameleon Model Designer

Customization process assistance

[23]

C

Assembly modeling

[24]

Mac Common Lisp

Construction Kit Builder

[25]

SNOPT Solver

3D modeling from images

[26]

C++

Design of parts

[27]

C++

Geometric constraint solver

Evidently, there is a wide pool of available languages and tools to implement
constraint-based design systems and constraint solvers. Despite this, their use in
architectural practices is limited due to the lack of text-based programming skills
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in the architectural curricula. Some exceptions are made in [11], [12] and [21]
where constraint-based systems were implemented on plaftorms that do not
require previous knowledge in programming. Specifically, applications described
in [11, 12] were built by using visual programming, a method whose
implementation is becoming widespread. As an alternative to bridge a general
lack of hard programming skills, the following model describes a space layout
explorer using macros tools available in Autodesk’s Revit 2011. In accordance to
Tab. 1, all previous space layout systems have used heavy programming to
generate the floor plan solutions.

3.

The spatial layout design problem

As a study case, a spatial layout explorer was built, based on a model for a typical
apartment previously analyzed by Niemeijer et al [16]. In architectural design and
planning, the space layout problems can be solved from several approaches. In
this case, a predefined floor plan layout has been used to describe a user-driven
variational behaviour for the enclosures of every space. Therefore, the spatial
arrangement can be visualized as a result of the positioning and dimensioning of
physical enclosures, not as an initial design condition.
The general purpose of this contribution is to demonstrate the use of a simple
constraint-based tool in a practical design exercise, guaranteeing that variations
can be defined within a framework of fixed and variable conditions :
•

The floor plan has a fixed rectangular size of 1160 x 840 cm.

•

The model consists of 8 rectangular spaces plus a resulting space of irregular
shape (Figure 1). Spaces are therefore understood as areas which are
completely enclosed by walls, independently of their shape.

•

The sanitary cores (Spaces 2, 3, 7 and 8) have fixed sizes and positions on the
floor plan and will not be considered for floor plan variations.

•

If the user determines a value outside the solution domain for the dimension
in X and Y of any space, that enclosure will disappear. This fact not only
proposes an opening of the amount of solutions, but also produces a variable
amount of resulting spaces, and changes in the space topology arrangement.

•

Every wall has been simplified to a uniform thickness of 10 cm.

•

The model does not consider, by now, windows or doors opening operations.
However, existing commands in Autodesk’s Revit® 2011 allow the designer
to easily create voids. The only voids in the model are located in the accesses
of the sanitary cores and the main access.
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Fig. 1. Original floor plan layout (edited to highlight spaces) and
its corresponding space topology graph.

Autodesk’s Revit® 2011 works based on families. A family can be roughly
described as a set of elements -not necessarily geometries- with an associated set
of parameters. Variations of these elements within a family are called "family
types", and during this work are equivalent to instantiations of the design solution
space. This model is composed by 2 families : the first one defines the geometries
and its constraints, and the second is a family of tags used to explore the model by
manipulating the modifiable values. Constraints have been previously described
as written rules (Table 2) and then translated manually to the model by using the
embedded macros tools, as follows :
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Table 2. Set of dimensional constraints for each space. Units correspond to [cm].
Space 1

180 < Width < 600; Depth = 305

Space 2

Width = 230; Depth = 215

Space 3

Width = 230; Depth = 190

Space 4

90 < Width < 200; Depth = 405

Space 5

180 < Width < 400; Depth = 400

Space 6

180 < Width < 330; Depth = 447

Space 7

Width = 120; Depth = 93

Space 8

Width = 85; Depth = 93

Space 9

Resulting Space

Constraints were made explicit during the floorplan design process, by adding
user-driven text tags in the graphic-user interface, and a real-time 3D
visualization of the building (Figure 2). Even though Autodesk’s Revit® 2011 has
not got a generative design tool for finding every possible solution to a design
problem, its capability of differentiating instances using family types allows the
user to explore more than one design alternative in the same view, updating at the
same time the building information for each solution.

Fig. 2. Graphic-user interface.
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4.
4.1.

Constraint model
Constraint implementation

Autodesk’s Revit® 2011 has not got an explicit constraint manager or visual
programming interfaces. Constraints are implemented in the model by using
conditional statements defined on its macros scripting environment by using the
following syntax :
Parameter=IF(Condition, Result-if-true, Result-if-false)
This model considers a parameter and a solution domain interval defined by its
minimum and maximum values. For example, every "Length" value is defined by
a user-driven parameter "UserLength". Every value lower than the minimum
value is automatically constrained to the minimum value "MinLength", and every
value higher than the maximum value is constrained to the maximum value
"MaxLength", i.e. the correct syntax for setting the minimum and maximum
values of the boundaries of the solution domain for this "Length" parameter is :
Length= IF(UserLength<MinLength, MinLength, IF(UserLength>MaxLength,
MaxLength, UserLength))
Therefore, the syntaxes for describing the dimensions of the spaces are written
as follows (Table 3) :
Table 3. Syntaxes for constraining the dimensions of spaces.
Units correspond to [cm].
Space 1
LengthX

= 305

UserLengthY

= yE{R}

MinLengthY

= 180

MaxLengthY

= 600

=> LengthY

= IF(UserLengthY<MinLengthY, MinLengthY, IF(UserLengthY>
MaxLengthY, MaxLengthY, UserLengthY))
= IF({yE{R}}<180, 180, IF({yE{R}}>600, 600, {yE{R}}))

Space 2
LengthX

= 215

LengthY

= 230
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Space 3
LengthX

= 190

LengthY

= 230

Space 4
LengthX

= 405

UserLengthY

= yE{R}

MinLengthY

= 90

MaxLengthY

= 200

=> LengthY

= IF(UserLengthY<MinLengthY, MinLengthY, IF(UserLengthY>
MaxLengthY, MaxLengthY, UserLengthY))
= IF({yE{R}}<90, 90, IF({yE{R}}>200, 200, {yE{R}}))

Space 5
LengthX

= 400

UserLengthY

= yE{R}

MinLengthY

= 180

MaxLengthY

= 400

=> LengthY

= IF(UserLengthY<MinLengthY, MinLengthY, IF(UserLengthY>
MaxLengthY, MaxLengthY, UserLengthY))
= IF({yG{R}}<180, 180, IF({yG{R}}>400, 400, {yG{R}}))
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Space 6
LengthX

= 447

UserLengthY

= yE{R}

MinLengthY

= 180

MaxLengthY

= 330

=> LengthY

= IF(UserLengthY<MinLengthY, MinLengthY, IF(UserLengthY>
MaxLengthY, MaxLengthY, UserLengthY))
= IF({yE{R}}<180, 180, IF({yE{R}}>330, 330, {yE{R}}))

Space 7
LengthX

= 93

LengthY

= 120

Space 8
LengthX

= 93

LengthY

= 85

In addition to that, minimum and maximum values can be programmed as the
result of sequential operations. Its modification is also calculated in real time but
requires bigger processing and graphic capabilities.
This rudimentary definition allows only establishing minimum and maximum
values, but despite this the complete data structure can be described by using this
syntax. A bigger challenge is the constraint management, as Autodesk’s Revit®
2011 does not have a unique interface for its management or visualization, and
every constraint must be programmed independently.
4.2.

Constraint satisfaction

The main task during the solution finding process is to satisfy every constraint
simultaneously. Conversely, in our model constraint satisfaction is directly linked
with the conditional visualization of some physical elements, so different
alternatives can be explored even though some constraints are not satisfied. For
this specific model, boolean statements are used to hide/unhide physical
enclosures whilst the user-driven inputs are outside the solution domain for each
constraint, i.e. for hiding or unhiding a wall based on its length, the correct syntax
for the "WallVisibility" parameter is :
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WallVisibility= UserLength>MaxLenght
This feature can be roughly considered as a disjunctive constraint. The addition
or elimination of enclosures could be interpreted as disjunctions of the
solution-finding process, therefore the solution topology changes.
4.3.

User-driven variations

User-editable tags are based on a "Tag" Family that makes explicit the modifiable
parameters in the Floorplan view. By clicking on each tag, the user can easily
modify the parameters on the Floorplan and the 3D View simultaneously
(Figures 3 and 4). By using this feature, different design solutions can be
modified independently in the same user view. Each solution is an instance of the
solution domain, and consists on the combination of 2 family types : geometries
and tags.

Fig. 3. Three different instances of the problem solution in the same user view.
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Fig. 4. Four different instances of the spatial layout explorer with the
corresponding topology graphs. The nodes that correspond to
the sanitary cores have been drawn in a fixed position.
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4.4.

Limitations

The aim of this model is to demonstrate that a basic constraint-based system can
be implemented on commonly used software, with no need of hard text-based
programming. However, we have identified some limitations both during the
programming and the design exploration processes :
•

There is no explicit visualization and management of the constraint system or
the data structure of the design problem, for example, as topology graphs or
visual programming interfaces. This requires an excellent previous
understanding of the design problem and the parameters which are involved
on the solution finding process.

•

This model has 19 variables -including the visibility constraints-, and 12
constant parameters. Even though a "barrier of complexity" has not been
defined yet, the amount of information and required processing is already
high, and additional variables may turn the model inefficient or difficult to
manipulate.

•

A particular feature of this model is that constraints are applied on the
dimension and position of physical enclosures, therefore the spatial
configuration is not an initial condition but a result of the design exploration.

•

The openness of the solution space allows redefining the initial conditions of
the design problem by changing the amount of spaces and its topological
arrangement. This turns difficult to systematize the solution finding process.

5.

Discussion and further work

The macros technology embedded in Autodesk’s Revit 2011 used in this context
allows the user to participate directly on a project development as a solution
finder during early stages of the design process. Despite this, some training is
required to implement more consistent solutions based in building restrictions, the
formulation of disjunctive/conjunctive constraints, and to systematize the solution
finding process. The building information of the model is provided by the
software’s capabilities, as well as the generation of the technical documentation
for different design solutions.
The three most interesting features of this model are : 1) the capability of
exploring more than one design solution in the same user view. This feature
places this model as an intermediate point between the automated generative
design engines that allow the designer to visualize every possible solution, and
the one-at-the-time visualization of design outcomes, i.e. Grasshopper; 2) the
introduction of an alternative for a friendly graphic-user interface not just for end
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users, but also for designers. According to Franke and Piller [28], the "main part
of the interaction between the user and the productive system takes place during
the configuration process". In this case, the configuration software is the feedback
tool itself. Finally, the third feature is 3) the possibility of arranging spaces of
irregular shapes by using the visibility commands, increasing the amount of
possible variations. This automatically avoids to over-constraint the model and
"dead ends" can be hardly found during the solution finding process. These three
findings may lead to partially bridge the gap between the explicit knowledge from
research and the industry.
Further research work is focused on the development of guidelines for
improving modeling processes in architectural design, concerning both virtual and
physical models. The presented model is purely virtual and describes some
advantages of this realm : a fast instantiation and exploration, and its dialog with
other virtual tools for the completion of the design process i.e. the generation of
building documentation.
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